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Extrinsic tunnel Hall effect in MgO-based tunnel junctions
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The Hall effect that occurs when current flows through a CoFeB/MgO/NM (NM = Pt,Ta) tunnel junction is
investigated. It is shown that the transverse voltage in NM electrodes is nonlinear on a DC voltage applied to the
tunnel junction. It has both linear (odd) and quadratic (even) parts with respect to electric field. The linear part
contains well-known contributions of the anomalous Hall effect in the ferromagnetic electrode, inverse spin-hall
effect in NM, and others. The quadratic part is a phenomenon caused by the spin-orbit scattering of electrons in
an external electric field induced by a voltage applied to the barrier. This field reaches values of 109 V/m, which
is close to internal atomic fields. The magnitude of both effects decreases as the thickness of the NM electrode
is increased due to shunting effects.
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Spin-orbit coupling (SOC), which is a relativistic contribu-
tion to the interaction between a particle and an electric field,
is characterized by the energy

HSO = λσ · E × p, (1)

which combines the electric field E, particle spin σ, and
momentum p. Despite the fact that it is a relativistic inter-
action, the effects associated with it appear in a significant
way especially in the solid states where SOC is enhanced
by a factor of about m0c2/EG, where EG ∼ 1 eV is the gap
[1,2]. There the spin-orbit effects are mainly caused by the
motion of electrons, which act as charge and spin carriers,
and the electric field of atomic nuclei. That is why SOC is
strongest in metals with a large atomic weight, such as Pt,
Ta, W, and Bi. SOC can affect both localized electrons and
conduction electrons. In the first case it leads to well-known
phenomena of magnetic anisotropy. In the case of electron
transport, SOC results in the spin Hall effect (SHE) [3]. The
effect consists of the appearance of spin accumulations on
the lateral surfaces of an electric current-carrying sample. It
was originally predicted by Dyakonov and Perel in 1974 [4,5]
and then discovered experimentally in 2004 [6]. The inverse
SHE (ISHE) is observed when a pure spin current (or a spin-
polarized electric current) flows in a material with a strong
SOC. This leads to the appearance of a transverse charge
current (or to charge accumulation on the lateral surfaces)
[7,8]. A particular example of ISHE is the anomalous Hall
effect (AHE) since the electric current in magnetic materials is
initially spin polarized due to the internal exchange splitting.

SHE and ISHE has now become the basis of a rapidly
developing new branch of condensed state physics-spin or-
bitronics [9]. It is believed that a possibility of mutual
conversion of electric and spin currents will open the prospect
for energy-efficient logic and memory devices for information
processing [9–13].

In transition metals such as Co or Fe, which are used
as spin-polarized current injectors, the degree of spin polar-
ization of electrons is about 60% [14]. The use of a tunnel
magnetic junction with a MgO dielectric layer together with
CoFeB ferromagnet as an injector makes it possible to in-
crease the spin polarization to almost 100% [15]. So SHE
in the systems with tunnel barrier was also studied recently
[16–20]. In this regard, a question arises about the possi-
ble effects of SOC directly in the tunnel gap. Scattering by
magnetic impurities in the barrier and a frozen-in boundary
electric field are considered in [21–23], respectively. In all the
above examples the electric field causing SOC according to
(1) is the internal atomic field. In [24], the authors considered
theoretically the problem of the SOC with the external field
applied to the tunnel barrier and showed the possibility of a
transverse (Hall) current in the system. Below we will refer to
the Hall effect caused by any SOC mechanism in the tunnel
gap as the tunnel Hall effect (THE).

In our work we experimentally study the THE in a
CoFeB/MgO/NM (NM = Pt,Ta) tunnel junctions. The idea
is that the strong electric field in the gap can lead not only
to linear, but also to nonlinear effects. Phenomenologically,
based on symmetry considerations, the easiest expression for
the effective transverse electric field causing Hall voltage can
be written as

EHall = α[j × M] + β[n × M](jE). (2)

Here M is magnetization, E is applied external electric
field, j = σE is the transport current, and α and β are phe-
nomenological constants. n is a vector characterizing the
nonreciprocity of the system; in the case under consideration
it is the normal to the interface between the layers. The first
term in (2) is the linear Hall effects of a different nature
such as AHE, SHE, or intrinsic THE caused by asymmetry
of the tunnel barrier. They are caused by the SOC of the
tunneling electron with the internal atomic electric fields. All
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these effects are proportional to the applied electric field,
which determines only the magnitude of the flowing current
j in accordance with Ohms law. Therefore UHall ∼ j ∼ E .
The second term is quadratic according to the external electric
field since it enters the expression not only through the trans-
port current, but also directly, UHall ∼ jE ∼ E2. Formally,
the second term looks as if the interaction of the transport
current with an external electric field leads to a transverse
current. One of the obvious possible physical reasons behind
the possible nonlinear effect is the SOC of tunneling electrons
with an external field. Indeed, the magnitude of the field in
the tunnel gap can be as large as 109 V/m, which approaches
the magnitude of the internal atomic fields and should lead
to the appearance of a transverse current in the system. To
distinguish this effect from other linear Hall effects in the
system, which are caused by internal atomic electric fields,
we hereafter refer to this effect as an extrinsic tunnel Hall
effect (eTHE) as it caused by external field. Expression (2)
may also contain terms of higher orders in M, as well as terms
containing spatial derivatives of M that are also proportional
to the product of the current and the external field. They will
correspond to other microscopic mechanisms, but in any case,
these will be effects associated with the SOC of tunneling
electrons ( j) and a strong electric field in the barrier (E ).
A detailed discussion of the possible specific microscopic
mechanisms of SOC in the tunnel barrier is beyond the scope
of our experimental work and should be the result of further
research. Regardless of the specific microscopic mechanism
an important obvious feature of such eTHE should be its
quadratic dependence on the applied electric field.

The studied structures Ta(20)/CoFeB(10)/MgO(1.5)/
Pt(t) and Ta(20)/CoFeB(10)/MgO(1.5)/Ta(2) (thicknesses
are given in nm) are deposited on Si/SiO2/Si3N4 substrates by
magnetron sputtering. The base pressure in the chamber does
not exceed 10−7 Torr. To make measurements of the tunneling
Hall effect, the top Pt(Ta) and MgO layers are patterned by
optical lithography and ion etching into a micron-sized T-
shape, as shown in Fig. 1. The area of the top NM-electrode is
about 60 µm2. The bottom CoFeB electrode has a rectangular
shape of 20 × 1000 µm. It is deposited in an in-plane external
magnetic field (∼200 Oe) to induce easy axis anisotropy along
the long side of the electrode. The resistance-area product of
the tunnel junction is about 15 k� × µm2. To increase the
spin polarization of the tunneling electrons, the samples are
annealed in vacuum at 330◦ C for 2 hours. The magnetic
tunnel junctions CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB fabricated by us using
a similar technology as a reference, demonstrates an increase
in the tunnel magnetoresistive effect from 10% to 200% due
to thermal annealing. This corresponds to an increase of the
spin polarization of the current in the structure from 30 to
70% according to the Julier formula [25]. This is due to the
crystallization of the initially amorphous CoFeB into the bcc
(001) texture from the boundary with MgO (001) [26]. The
specific crystal structure is essential for the coherent tunneling
process and observation of the so-called giant tunnel magne-
toresistive effect [27], which indicates a high spin polarization
of current in the structure. The same high spin polarization
in the CoFeB/MgO/NM structure is important because the
observed Hall effects directly depend on the spin polarization
of tunneling electrons. The thicknesses of the top Pt electrode

FIG. 1. (a) Geometry of the sample and measurements. (b) Op-
tical microscope image of the sample. Numbers of the electrodes
correspond to the scheme (a). “S” denotes the area of the tunnel
junction, the arrow indicates the direction of applied magnetic field.

are 1, 2, and 10 nm for different samples. The thickness of
the Ta top electrode is 2 nm. In the case of the tunnel Hall
effect the Hall current in the normal metal layer flows in the
subsurface region not exceeding the momentum relaxation
length of tunneling electrons, which is several nanometers
[28]. The current caused by the inverse spin Hall effect is
induced on the spin relaxation length, which varies in the
range from 1 to 10 nm according to the literature [29]. We
further show that this length is between 2 nm and 10 nm from
our measurements. Therefore, the top NM-electrode must be
ultra-thin to eliminate the shunting effect and thereby increase
the signal-to-noise ratio.

Transport measurements are carried out in the inverse spin
Hall effect geometry. A DC bias voltage is applied to leads
1 and 2 (Vbias = V12) and the Hall signal is measured between
leads 3 and 4 depending on the external magnetic field applied
in the plane of the film, as shown in Fig. 1. The magnetization
of the CoFeB electrode is aligned along the easy-axis direction
defined by the deposition process and can be switched with
an external magnetic field H (Fig. 1). The Hall effects are
measured by applying a bias current from the CoFeB injector
into the Pt collector or in the opposite direction. The current
is spin polarized according to CoFeB magnetization.

The measured voltage signal V34 contains both Hall voltage
and an additional contribution of magnetoresistance due to
asymmetry of the geometric shape of the sample. The Hall
effects are odd with respect to the applied magnetic field,
while the effects due to the magnetoresistance are even. This
makes it possible to extract the Hall effects from the measured
signal as an odd part of V (H) (see Supplemental Material for
the details [30]). Below in the text, always under the Hall sig-
nal, Hall voltage, and so on the part of the initially measured
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FIG. 2. Typical magnetic field dependencies of the Hall voltage for (a) positive and (b) negative DC bias voltage Vbias = ± 2 V applied to
tunnel barrier. The thickness of the top Pt electrode is 1 nm. (c) Sum (solid line) and difference (dashed line) of (a), (b) Hall voltage curves
which correspond to even and odd parts with respect to electric field of initial Hall signal, respectively. The graphs shown are the result of
averaging the 70 measurements taken.

transverse signal that is odd with respect to magnetic field
is implied. All subsequent discussions about the parity and
oddness of the Hall signal itself will refer to its dependence
on the electric field applied to the contact.

The Hall voltage measurements are carried out at different
values and both polarities of the DC voltage applied to the
tunnel barrier. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the typical Hall
voltage hysteresis. The thickness of the top Pt electrode in
this case is 1 nm. The initial signals contain contributions from
both the tunnel Hall effect and the anomalous and inverse spin
Hall effect. A change in the polarity of the voltage applied to
the tunnel contact does not lead to a change in the sign of the
measured effect, however, the amplitude of the signal changes.
Thus, the signal can be divided into an odd part with respect
to electric field in the Vbias part which depends on the polarity
of Vbias and an even part which does not depend on the polarity
of the Vbias, but depends only on its magnitude

V odd
Hall = {VHall(H,+Vbias) − VHall(H,−Vbias)}/2,

V even
Hall = {VHall(H,+Vbias) + VHall(H,−Vbias)}/2. (3)

Both of them are presented in Fig. 2(c).
Figure 3 shows the VHall(H) curves at different values of

the voltage Vbias applied to the tunnel barrier. The value of the
voltage applied directly to the tunnel barrier itself is actually
lower than the values of Vbias indicated on the graphs be-
cause the resistance of the supply electrodes is approximately
two-thirds of the total resistance R12. This is established by
measuring short-circuit tunnel barriers. It can be seen that an
even Hall signal increases nonlinearly on the applied elec-
tric field [Fig. 3(a), which is not observed for an odd signal
[Fig. 3(b). The graphs show the data for the effect, linear in
the electric field, only for Vbias � 2V. This is due to the fact
that as the Vbias increases, the value of the linear contribution
becomes small at the background of the nonlinear part, and as
a result, the signal-to-noise ratio decreases for it, which can
be seen in Fig. 3(b). For each sample, measurements are made
with a gradual increase in Vbias until an electrical breakdown
is observed (4 − 5 V for different samples).

A control measurement of the Hall signal made for a sam-
ple in a magnetic field oriented in the transverse direction
(i.e., directed along the Hall contacts) with H = 150 Oe,
Vbias = 4 V gives VHall = 1 ± 1μ V. A small possibly nonzero

signal in this case can be explained by insufficient accuracy of
the geometry of the sample and measurement scheme.

The dependence of an even Hall signal amplitude on Vbias

measured in a saturation magnetic field is approximated ac-
curately by a parabola (Fig. 4). The odd Hall signal is well
approximated by a line and probably corresponds to the
anomalous and inverse spin Hall effects. So

VHall = V odd
Hall + V even

Hall = αVbias + βV 2
bias, (4)

FIG. 3. Even with respect to electric field (a) V even
Hall and (b) odd

V odd
Hall part of VHall(H ) curves for different values of the applied bias

voltage. Thickness of the top Pt electrode is 1 nm. The graphs shown
are the result of averaging 50 − 150 measurements taken.
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FIG. 4. Voltage dependence of the even part with respect to
electric field (right side) and the odd (left side) part of initial Hall
signal in the sample with 1-nm Pt electrode measured in saturation.
The even part is well approximated by a parabola and the odd part
approximated by a line.

where α and β are constants determined from our experiment.
The quadratic part represents the sought-for manifestation of
the spin-orbit effect associated with a strong external electric
field applied to the tunnel gap. The odd part includes all
other possible Hall effects, which are linearly proportional to
applied voltage, such as an anomalous effect in a magnetic
electrode or an inverse spin-hall effect in a platinum elec-
trode. Evidently, they should change sign with the inversion
of electric current. The observed nonlinear effect cannot be
explained by the possible nonlinearity of the current-voltage
characteristic of the system since it does not change sign when
the sign of the voltage applied to the system changes [compare
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. Nonlinear effects associated with the non-
linearity of the current-voltage characteristic would have to
change sign when the direction of the applied current changes.

Note that when current flows through the tunnel barrier,
a temperature gradient can occur. It can lead to a nonlinear
Hall effect, proportional to the current caused by this gradient
as the additional current appears j�T ∼ �T ∼ E2 (�T is the
temperature difference across the barrier), which contributes
to the first term in (2). Nevertheless, this j�T is incommen-
surably less than conduction current caused by the applied
voltage, as for sure kB�T � 1 eV. So the even effects caused
by the temperature gradients should be much less than the
linear effects caused by conductive current. On the contrary,
the nonlinear effect observed by us significantly exceeds the
linear effect in magnitude and therefore cannot be explained
by temperature gradients.

Although the calculation of the phenomenological coeffi-
cients α and β is based on measurements made in a saturating
field to have a uniform magnetic state of the sample, similar
quadratic dependences are observed for the magnitude of the
Hall effect in the remanent magnetic state (Fig. 5). An increase
in the thickness of the top Pt electrode, as expected, leads to
a decrease in the Hall voltage and particularly in an even part

FIG. 5. Voltage dependence of an even part of the Hall signal at
the zero external magnetic field. Evidently the curves for the samples
with 2-nm Pt and 2-nm Ta top electrodes practically coincides.

of initial signal. The data for α and β coefficient are presented
in Table I. Although the values of α and β coefficients notice-
ably decrease with the increasing thickness of Pt, the general
character of dependence (4) is retained.

Measurements of the sample with the 2-nm Ta top elec-
trode show the similar nonlinear Hall effect. Besides its
magnitude (characterized by value of the β coefficient) is
practically the same as in the sample with the Pt top electrode
of the same thickness (see Table I). Whereas the α coefficient
is three times smaller and has different sign. Since the SOC
constants in Ta and Pt differ by an order of magnitude [31], the
observed quadratic effect cannot be due to spin-Hall scattering
in the upper NM electrode.

The linear part of VHall determined by α allows us to
estimate the overall spin Hall angle θSH in the investigated
system. Let us estimate its value for the Pt as an example. We
suppose that the thickness of the Pt layer t = 1 nm is much
less than the spin relaxation length, which seems to be several
nanometers according to our measurements (the Hall voltage
is slightly smaller for t = 2 nm than for t = 1 nm and is still
observable for t = 10 nm). Then using the definition of the
spin Hall angle and simple geometric relations we have

θSH = 1

Ps

jlinear
Hall

jbias
= 1

Ps

RS

ρw
α ≈ 0.007, (5)

where R is the sample resistance (1 k�), ρ is the resistivity
of platinum electrode (1.07 × 10−7� × m), w is the distance
between electrodes 3 and 4 (8 µm; see Fig. 1), S is the tunnel

TABLE I. The data for α and β coefficients for different Pt
electrode thickness.

d (nm) α β (V −1)

Pt(1) 6.5 × 10−8 ± 0.3 × 10−8 3.4 × 10−7 ± 0.07 × 10−7

Pt(2) 8 × 10−8 ± 10−8 2.6 × 10−7 ± 0.4 × 10−7

Pt(10) 0.6 × 10−8 ± 10−8 0.3 × 10−7 ± 0.04 × 10−7

Ta(2) −3 × 10−8 ± 3 × 10−8 2.5 × 10−7 ± 0.12 × 10−7
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contact square ( 60 µm2), and Ps is the spin polarization of
the current (70%, determined from the data for a reference
CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB sample). The spin Hall angle for plat-
inum varies in the range from 0.0067 to 0.027 or even greater,
according to the literature [29,32,33]. Thus we obtain the
estimation for our sample which corresponds to the literature
by the order of value. In addition to this inverse spin Hall
effect, we observe a Hall effect caused by spin-orbit scattering
of electrons inside the barrier which is an order of magnitude
greater at higher applied voltages.

It is also possible to estimate the spin-orbit constant λ in
(1) from our measurements. Using a simple estimation in the
limit of small electron tunneling probability we obtain (see
Supplemental Material for details [30])

λ ∼ jHall

jbias

Lν f

2PsVbias
∼ 2 × 10−5 As2

kg
, (6)

where L is the tunneling barrier thickness, ν f is the Fermi
velocity, which gives the same result as the calculation [22]
by the order of value. The estimated constant of spin-orbit
coupling is much greater than that constant in a vacuum [1,2],
which leads to an observable Hall effect.

In conclusion, we investigated the transverse transport ef-
fect that occurs when spin-polarized electrons tunnel through
the tunnel barrier in CoFeB/MgO/(Pt,Ta) junction. We exper-
imentally found the Hall effect due to spin-orbit coupling of
tunneling electrons with a high external electric field applied
to the barrier. The tunnel Hall voltage on NM electrodes
depends quadratically on the DC voltage applied to the barrier.
This means that it is possible to control and manipulate the
spin-orbit scattering of spin-polarized electrons in the barrier
by voltage.
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